Enlarged Board of Appeal
European Patent Office
Erhardtstrasse 27
80331 MUNCHEN
Germany
Re: Matter G 3/08, reffered under Article 112(1)(b) to the Enlarged Board of Appeal by
the President of the European Patent Office.
The EPO President's referral asks the Enlarged Board of Appeal to clarify the
application of the Section 52 exclusion of computer programs as expressed in divergent
TBA decisions formulating and applying the required technicity.1 In this submission,
CCIA asks the Enlarged Board of Appeal to address these questions with reference to
the goals of the patent system and the concerns inherent in the computer program
exclusion.
The Computer & Communications Industry Association (CCIA) is dedicated to open
markets, open systems, and open networks. CCIA members participate in the
information and communications technology industries, ranging from small
entrepreneurial firms to the largest in the business. CCIA members employ nearly one
million people and generate annual revenues exceeding $200 billion. CCIA and its
members subscribe to principle of “full, fair, and open competition.” We believe that the
patent system is intended to serve this goal by promoting innovation, and we believe
that this requires taking a long-term perspective that transcends particular market and
professional interests.
We begin by reviewing the recommendations of the President’s Commission on the
Patent System as the most complete official analysis prior to the EPC. We note the
recent return of U.S. jurisprudence to the principles of the Supreme Court decisions in
Benson, Flook, and Diehr. We then examine how research on the practical effects of
patents illuminates the early skepticism towards patents on computer programs and
how this early intuition is playing out within a greatly expanded and diversified universe
of software. We review the problem as a reflection of software’s unique economic
characteristics and its characteristics as an extreme instance of complexity in products
and services. The misfit between software and a unitary system designed for efficient
protection of discrete industrial products is mapped onto a framework that shows how
the characteristics of software diminish the benefits and increase the costs of patents.
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We conclude that focusing on physical transformation as the essence of technicity is the
best way of limiting the problems posed by patents on abstract subject matter.
Analysis Prior to the EPC
As the debate over the proposed Directive on Computer-Implemented Inventions made
graphically clear, no issue has challenged the patent system so broadly and deeply as
the patentability of software. Unfortunately, the travaux preparatoires for the European
Patent Convention (EPC) offer no analysis of the underlying concerns, but section 52
brackets the exclusion so as to defer precision line-drawing to the wisdom of the EPO
and national courts.2
The legislators of the EPC were aware that the U.S Patent Office was reluctant to issue
patents on computer programs and did not want to disadvantage European companies
by subjecting them to the reported problems of software patents.3
The report of the President’s Commission reflected the concerns of the Patent Office:
Direct attempts to patent programs have been rejected on the ground of
nonstatutory subject matter. Indirect attempts to obtain patents and avoid
the rejection, by drafting claims as a process, or a machine or components
thereof programmed in a given manner, rather than as a program itself,
have confused the issue further and should not be permitted.
The Patent Office now cannot examine applications for programs because
of the lack of a classification technique and the requisite search files. Even
if these were available, reliable searches would not be feasible or
economic because of the tremendous volume of prior art being generated.
Without this search, the patenting of programs would be tantamount to
mere registration and the presumption of validity would be all but
nonexistent.
It is noted that the creation of programs has undergone substantial and
satisfactory growth in the absence of patent protection and that copyright
protection for programs is presently available.4
Indeed, the creation of computer programs flourished with virtually no patent protection
for another 20 years, the generation of prior art has grown exponentially over the last 45
years, and software remains notoriously difficult to evaluate under the traditional criteria
of the patent system. As the Commission concluded in 1966:
The Commission believes strongly that all inventions should meet the
statutory provisions for novelty, utility and unobviousness and that that the
above subject matter cannot readily be examined for adherence to these
criteria.
And recommended against patents for computer programs regardless of how they were
claimed:
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A series of instructions which control or condition the operation of a data
processing machine, generally referred to as a “program,” shall not be
considered patentable regardless of whether the program is claimed as:
(a) an article, (b) a process described in terms of the operations performed
by a machine pursuant to a program, or (c) one or more machine
configurations established by a program.
The Commission’s recommendation was cited in Gottschalk v. Benson,5 the seminal
1972 U.S. Supreme Court decision that determined that mathematical algorithms are
not patentable. The Court’s unanimous opinion in Benson viewed the algorithm as too
basic and fundamental: “Phenomena of nature, though just discovered, mental
processes, and abstract intellectual concepts are not patentable, as they are the basic
tools of scientific and technological work.” 409 U.S. 63, 67 (emphasis supplied). And it
was deemed useful in too many contexts: “The end use may vary from the operation of
a train to verification of drivers' licenses to researching the law books for precedents.”
Ibid. at 68.
These concerns remain valid today. Patents on abstract subject matter present
exceedingly difficult line-drawing problems compounded by the multilevel functional
complexity of marketed products and the sheer volume of innovative activity. We now
understand that these problems do not just burden patent offices; they can also burden
innovators. They can inhibit cumulative innovation, create “patent thickets,” devalue
individual patents in favor of portfolios, impose high transaction costs, encourage
strategic behavior, and threaten large investments in standards and tangible products.
But these symptoms took time to emerge. In complex technologies, both industry and
professionals became accustomed to, enamored of, and eventually addicted to volume.
For many years, the subject matter question remained framed mainly as struggle
between an applicant and a patent office that complained of overwork, and the Court of
Appeals for the Federal Circuit found it easy to side with the applicant. Besieged by
applicants, confronting an unsympathetic court, and allowed to keep its own fees, the
United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) warmed to what would become its
new mission: “To help customers get patents.”6 For a time, it was easy to see patents,
especially the burgeoning of software patents, as assets in an expanding knowledgebased economy – with patent institutions at its heart. As a 2003 treatise observed:
[B]road notions of patent eligibility appear to be in the best interest of the
patent bar, the PTO, and the Federal Circuit [CAFC]. Workloads increase
and regulatory authority expands when new industries become subject to
the appropriations authorized by the patent law. Noticeably absent from
the private, administrative and judicial structure is a high regard for the
public interest.7
But eventually, as patent holders found new means of leveraging a ballooning number
of exclusionary rights, the liability side of the ledger emerged.
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While EPO and European courts have labored to work within Article 52(2) and
corresponding national legislation, the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit in the
U.S. faced no statutory constraints. The Federal Circuit virtually eliminated constraints
on subject matter by limiting Supreme Court precedent to mathematics. It finally set up
its own test in the controversial State Street case, requiring only “a useful, concrete, and
tangible result.”8 At the same time, the State Street decision swept aside the
longstanding judicial exclusion of methods of doing business, in part by placing
inordinate emphasis on the word “any” in a patent statute enacted 46 years earlier.9
The court did not define “concrete” and “tangible,” in effect collapsing subject matter
limitations into the utility test (the U.S. equivalent of “industrial application”) while
focusing on the result rather than the invention itself. The court, which already had a
strong reputation as a “booster of its specialty,”10 made it clear that it would be hostile to
subject matter challenges, and the “useful, concrete, and tangible result” test was never
applied in court to exclude any subject matter.
The effect of State Street was to sweep the liberal professions and applied social
sciences into the patent system with no inquiry, no analysis, and no input from the tens
of millions of professionals affected by this seismic policy change.11 This led to
notorious excesses such as patents on tax strategies, donations, and even patent
practice itself.12 The U.S. Government for a time argued in WIPO patent harmonization
discussions that it was “best practice” to open the patent system to all areas of human
activity, a proposition that was clearly rejected by the rest of the world.13
The State Street decision stands as an object lesson in the dangers of semantic
jurisprudence and the political economy of patents. Had the U.S. Government
entertained a consultation prior to the Federal Circuit’s State Street decision, it would
probably have found a consensus against business method patents, just as the
European Commission and the UK Patent Office found a clear consensus that nontechnological business methods should not be patentable.14 By abolishing the
infrequently applied but commonly understood exclusion of “methods of doing
business,” the Federal Circuit created a land rush of applications and an instant
constituency that would contest any congressional effort to roll back business method
patents.
Return to Supreme Court Precedent in the U.S.
As the hidden liabilities of too many low-quality patents began to emerge, along with
critical studies of the patent system by the FTC, the National Academies of Science,
and economists Adam Jaffe and Josh Lerner,15 the U.S. Supreme Court took a renewed
interest patent law. There followed a series of high-profile reversals of the Federal
Circuit’s historically “pro-patent” jurisprudence.16 Although the Supreme Court had not
spoken on patent-eligible subject matter since Diamond v. Diehr (1981),17 it made clear
that it intended to do so by accepting certiorari in Labcorp v. Metabolite.18
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Sitting en banc in In re Bilski (2008), the Federal Circuit reformulated limits to patentable
subject matter for processes (the most abstract of the four subject matter categories in
35 U.S.C. §§100(a),101). Reflecting a renewed sensitivity to Supreme Court precedent
but without directly overruling State Street, the Bilski court found the State Street test
inadequate. The decision drew on Supreme Court language to require that either a
transformation of matter or use incident to a particular machine is needed to establish
that a process is patentable.19
Unlike the Federal Circuit, TBAs and European courts have had to draw lines within the
framework of Article 52 and parallel national laws. The TBAs have done so through an
intensified focus on how the technicity requirement should be formulated and applied.
As the referral to the EBA observes, the line has been drawn by using different, and
inconsistent, tests of technicity. The 2001 Fraunhofer/Max Planck Institute study
commissioned by the German government found that software closer to “engineering
science” was more likely to be held patentable, but that the line was not drawn clearly or
consistently by either the German courts or the EPO.20
Since the European Patent Convention came into effect, the universe of computer
programs has expanded dramatically in variety, pervasiveness, social impact, and
economic significance. Software has come to permeate virtually every profession,
discipline, and undertaking. While some would like to think that this means that all
software must be patentable, the greatly enhanced importance of software argues for
close and careful scrutiny of what kind of software, if any, fits within the patent system,
bearing in mind that within the system, it will be treated no differently than a life-saving
drug.
Aggregate Liability and Private Costs
The determination of patentability is critical not only as to whether it enables innovators
to file for patents – but for whether they are obliged to search for, avoid, and negotiate
patents held by others. Patent jurisprudence is often framed only in terms of benefits of
owning patents – and not in terms of the constraints, costs, and risks imposed on
innovators by the patents of others. This is not just a matter of not copying. Recent
research shows that the risk of being sued for patent infringement is directly related to
the size to the scale of R&D.21 Research also shows that copying is alleged (not
proven) in a minor fraction of U.S. infringement cases – and only 2.6 percent in the case
of software!22 Patent law’s intolerance of independent invention may be a poor fit for
software, especially given the tension it creates with copyright-based expectation of
originality (discussed below).
Until recently, there has been little to connect the patent regime directly to economic
benefits and costs. As a result, courts were free to assume that the patent system was
working as imagined and that more patents produced more innovation. However,
survey evidence has made it clear that a variety of means other than patents are used
to appropriate returns from innovation, and that patents are the preferred means only in
a few industries.23 Bessen and Meurer use event studies combined with well900 Seventeenth Street NW
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established means of valuing patents to show that the regime can operate as a net tax
on innovation, at least outside of pharmaceuticals and chemicals – and that innovation
in software appears to suffer disproportionately.24
Characteristics of Software
Without a careful effort to think through the appropriateness and formulation of limits, as
the framework of EPC Article 52 requires, the patent regime is bootstrapped into nearly
every facet of human life – despite the fact that it is a monolithic regime crafted for an
industrial economy. Yet software is written, not manufactured, and can be reproduced
and distributed at virtually no cost thanks to a commodity infrastructure of globally
networked computers. Paradoxically, the ease of creating software creates a
superabundance of recorded functionality – part of the glut of digital information that
pervades contemporary life, but without the order and accessibility provided by citations,
hyperlinks, and search engines.
While unique in some respects, software is also an extreme case of product complexity
that is characteristic of computers, semiconductors, and other tangible technologies.
This complexity departs radically from the one-patent-per-product technology where the
patent system seems to work best. In the case of software, hundreds or thousands of
potentially patentable functions may be needed for a single product. If the market is
product-driven (as most are), the value of individual patents is greatly diluted.25
However, the complexity of the product also makes it possible to accumulate large
portfolios of patents. Portfolio racing feeds on itself, adding to the overall volume of
patenting. Hence the so-called “patent paradox” in which large numbers of patents are
sought and received in sectors where they are less valuable.26
It may be easy to design around known individual patents in complex environments, but
in large numbers patents can present formidable obstacles that are very costly to
identify, delineate, evaluate, and navigate around. Portfolios have a different
competitive dynamic than individual patents.27 Large firms seek “freedom to operate” by
cross-licensing portfolios, providing nonexclusive access to tens of thousands of patents
owned by competitors. In other words, portfolios enable major stakeholders to buy their
way out of the exclusivity that patents are designed to provide.
This works well enough in concentrated markets segments where there are relatively
few competitors, as is typically the case when there are barriers to entry such as the
need to construct sophisticated manufacturing facilities. But software development is so
barrier-free, distributed, and heterogeneous that cross-licensing cannot practically be
applied to the large number of differently situated participants. As noted by former
Microsoft CTO Nathan Myhrvold: “On the hardware side it's easy for large
organizations to cross-license with each other, but that doesn't work in software,
because so many patents are held by individuals and you can't really cross-license on a
small scale.”28
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Although commonly presented as a defensive solution, portfolios serve to disadvantage
new entrants who lack portfolios of their own. Without portfolios to cross-license, small
and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) cannot acquire the freedom of action that
portfolio owners enjoy.29 The European Commission omitted this problem in its
presentation of the Directive on Computer-Implemented Inventions. Similarly, the
parliamentary rapporteur’s summary of the proposed directive touted the advantages of
software patents to SMEs without acknowledging the barriers they face from patent
portfolios – an omission that provoked strong criticism from economists.30
This imbalance is not a problem in copyright. Moreover, the imbalance in patent
actually undermines the value of copyright to small developers. Lawyers typically view
the applicability of both patent and copyright to software as simply options for protecting
different aspects of the program, but from the programmer’s perspective, adverse
practical effects flow from patents. While copyright is acquired automatically and easily
observed in practice, applying for, monitoring, and defending against patents is very
costly. By precluding independent invention, patents defeat copyright-based
investments in original work. Hence, the concern of independent developers that
“patents are stealing our copyrights” fuels much emotion behind the software patent
debate.
Low barriers to patenting, whether in terms of inventive step or subject matter, increase
the absolute number of patents, increasing the power of portfolios as well as the
number wielded by non-practicing entities. This fragmented ownership diminishes the
prospects for freedom of action and increases risk and uncertainty for all producers, but
especially for small producers who face both portfolio owning incumbents and
opportunistic trolls.31 As the costs of searching for and evaluating patents rise, effective
notice and disclosure are lost, and opportunities for ambush increase. Moreover, the
ease with which trivial technology can be inadvertently incorporated into components
endows trivial patents with undeserved negotiating value. The more widely infringed,
the less the incentive for any one company to invalidate the patent, since its competitors
will free-ride on the costs of invalidation.32 Better to settle and encourage the patent
owner to pursue one’s competitors.
The heterogeneity of software directly compounds the problem of functional complexity.
This results in an overabundance of information of uncertain quality – and with it
opportunities to exploit asymmetric information, differences in vulnerability, and
differences in bargaining strength. While useful in dealing with competitors, present and
potential, portfolios are not effective against non-practicing entities that have no legal
exposure to the patents of others. Large deep-pocketed producers offer the greatest
potential rewards, but the high costs of evaluating validity and infringement means that
trivial patents can also be used to extract small settlements from SMEs who cannot
justify the cost of evaluating the patent’s validity.33
Why Software Is Unique
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Most of the problems outlined apply to complex products as a whole – software simply
offers the worst case. But pure software also has unique economic characteristics. As
pure information, software is nonrival and nondepletable – characteristics that can move
costs to zero as the costs of complementary processing, storage, and transmission
technologies have dropped. Like other forms of pure information, software can be
marketed through a wide range of complements, such as hardware, services, or
advertising that eliminate the need for individual transactions. While software has
always been nonrival and nondepletable in principle, these characteristics could not be
exploited fully because software was bound to costly standalone computers. The
microcomputer revolution, the Internet, and the Web (and the declining associated costs
of processing, storage, and transmission) have provided a vast, deeply commoditized
global infrastructure, within which both reproduction and distribution are virtually
costless and instantly available. These factors together have led to radically different
production models that enable widely distributed, differently motivated individuals to
work cooperatively on large-scale software. With the help of production software their
work can be modularized and exchanged over the Internet on a daily basis – and then
reassembled and tested every night.
The combined effect of these factors has enabled a variety of open source production
and licensing models to flourish without facing the costs associated with tangible
products. Copyright is embraced by consensus because it is based on behavioral
norms that do not preclude independent creation. It simply constrains controllable
objectionable behavior and cannot be used as a weapon against inadvertent
infringers.34 It imposes no obligation to search for documents generated by lawyers.
There is no stockpiling of arsenals, no need for defensive acquisitions or freedom of
action. It works for large and small developers regardless of business model.
The special economic characteristics of software diversify business models rather than
simply changing them. Industrial-style models remain an option. Software can still be
developed in-house as an exclusively controlled product of large investments that is
heavily promoted and distributed on tangible media through conventional retail in shrinkwrapped boxes. However, high-cost legacy models should not be favored at the
expense of new models that make more efficient use of software's unique
characteristics.
The importance, and industry embrace, of open source models can be seen in the
policies of standards-setting organizations (SSOs) where the standard is intended to be
implemented in software. Since open source models are based on free distribution,
there is no opportunity to charge royalties. So SSOs, including W3C, OASIS, and
OAGi, have adopted royalty-free licensing as their default policy. This allows software
to have the widest possible distribution in keeping with its basic economic
characteristics.
Drawing Lines
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Patent law is a strict liability regime that demands meticulous and costly line drawing in
multiple contexts: in examination, in oppositions, in clearance searches, in subsequent
disputes, and ultimately in court. Lines are needed to determine novelty, inventive step
(nonobviousness), industrial application (utility), enablement, scope of claims, and so
on. These binary determinations are imposed on a complex, nuanced world.
Investigation and interpretation are needed, and when conflicts arise, the stakes are
high. In fact, the stakes may be high enough for one side to justify huge expenditures,
which may oblige the other side to counter. U.S. figures show an average cost of over
$15,000 for a legal opinion on a patent’s validity and another $13,000 or more for an
opinion on whether a particular function or component infringes the patent.35 Even if the
assertion is contestable, legal expenses can be expected to be average $767,000 when
the amount at risk is less than $1 million -- and much more when the amount at stake is
higher.36 These figures do not even include the cost of distracting key personnel from
the operation of the business, which is disproportionately high for SMEs. Facing these
costs and risks, it is economically rational for SMEs to pay $20,000 for a license – rather
than take the first step of evaluating a defense.
The cost of determining boundaries is higher in software and business methods
because of the abstract nature of the language.37 Abstract terms can lead multiple
interpretations, and different terms can be used to mean the same thing, which makes
searching difficult. This indeterminacy leads to fuzzy boundaries, indeterminacy, and
uncertainty – a line-drawing burden that is multiplied by the immense volume of
relatively unorganized prior art. Depending on how permissive the patent regime is,
patents can exist at overlapping levels of abstraction, extending from code-level
algorithms to internal data process to user-oriented features to system-level
configuration to business methods.
The questions of technicity and technology differ from level to level, although fully
developed software programs typically span multiple levels of abstraction. Under the
EPC Article 52, it seems clear that the extreme ends of the spectrum are non-technical,
but there is no guidance for the territory in between. Nor is there guidance in the EPC
for how the different levels may interact with each other, i.e., whether technical levels
can incorporate or bootstrap non-technical levels into patentable inventions.38
TRIPS is of less in terms of what falls within a field of technology, since it leaves the
definition of technology to national law.39 In stark contrast to the explicit and muchdiscussed application of copyright to computer programs in TRIPS, there was no
discussion about whether computer programs should be deemed technology. The “all
fields of technology” clause of Article 27(1) had nothing to do with the treatment of
computer programs but was inserted to ensure that pharmaceutical products were
protected globally.40 At the time that TRIPS was negotiated, it was generally assumed
that programs were not patentable. Statutory exclusions were commonplace, and even
in the U.S., there was considerable uncertainty as to the scope of patent-eligible
software. When the EPC was amended to incorporate the “all fields of technology”
provision, the delegates explicitly and rightly declined to amend the computer exclusion
in deference to the political process underway at the European Commission.
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Heterogeneity and Asymmetry in Software
The Supreme Court’s view of the algorithm in Benson illuminates another aspect of the
notice problem: Abstract claims that are not tied to a particular field or physical
implementation burden the many fields in which they may be used. The more basic the
logical function, the more widespread the potential uses and the less likely that users
will have specific knowledge of the patent.41 A strict liability regime presents great
dangers because of the immeasurable risks that can result from the ubiquitous use of
pure software.
Where natural barriers to entry are significant (semiconductors, computers) crosslicensing effectively limits notice problems among major stakeholders. But, as noted
above, cross-licensing is not feasible when the interests of millions of software
developers of varying size must be assessed and negotiated. Asymmetries of
knowledge and resources, and therefore opportunities for holdup, are far greater in
software. There are even attacks on mere users, such as retail websites, although
many of these presumably go unreported because they are settled before a lawsuit is
filed and the companies involved are not newsworthy.42
Cost-Benefit Framework
Individual patents always have private value. But assessing and interpreting the EPC
requires a systemic perspective, and the empirical understanding of innovation and the
patent system that has emerged over the past 35 years shows the wisdom of identifying
specific limitations to be filled in based on experience over time. Unfortunately, a
number of the divergent TBA decisions suggest a weakening of standards over time
that has gradually undermined confidence in the system as a whole.
The lack of an institutional focus on the functioning of the patent system as a whole,
including business practice and effects on innovation, naturally limits the ability of the
system to correct aberrations. There is no economic or policy framework that would
allow TBAs (or the PTO and the Federal Circuit) to maintain a broad perspective. The
inevitable result seems to be a jurisprudence mired in legal semantics that make little or
no sense to the public.
Hence the appeal of the cost-benefit framework developed by James Bessen and
Michael Meurer in Patent Failure. This work reveals chemicals and pharmaceuticals to
be the one sector where the aggregate value created by the patent system clearly
outweighs aggregate costs, confirming what survey evidence, anecdote, and intuition
have long indicated. Patents are essential to protecting the large investments needed
to test and bring drugs to market. Molecules are well-defined and unambiguous. A
single patent can effectively protect the entire marketed product. There is little risk that
unknown patent owners will be needed to keep the product on the market. Competitors
are few, and they consult the patent database regularly to learn of each other’s
research.
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Under those circumstances, the patent system works. However, the reasons that
patents work well for pharmaceuticals reflect the very reasons that patent system works
poorly for software. The difference in benefits and costs can be summarized in terms of
the factors that derive from the extreme complexity of software, as well as from distinct
character as digital information:
Diminished benefits
a. Dilution of individual patents due to complexity of products and the need for access
to many patents.43
b. Less investment to be protected in absolute terms (no costly research, no clinical
trials)
c. Less investment in patent-protectable value. Design, integration, and debugging are
important elements of software value that cannot be effectively protected by
patents.44
d. Alternative means of appropriating returns to innovation, especially the automatic,
virtually costless, and uncontroversial use of copyright. Secrecy, contract, firstmover advantages, and a wide range of complements-based strategies are also
available.
e. No demonstrated benefit. History shows that the advent of patent protection for
software under the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit had no discernable
impact on software development.
Costs: Increased risk of liability
a. Complex products are especially vulnerable to hold up and ambush. If injunctive
relief is available to the patent holder, the entire product can be forced off the
market.45
b. The sheer number of possibly patentable functions in software combined with the
sheer number of programmers and software firms. Many patents will belong to
others creating widely dispersed and unforeseeable sources of liability, and many of
these will be non-practicing entities or firms in other industries, rather than wellknown competitors.46
c. Common underlying functionality that may be incorporated in widely different
contexts may be preempted by patents.47
d. The importance and ease of propagating software standards can lead to large-scale
liability, thereby as a powerful inducement for strategic behavior by patent applicants
and owners.48
e. The symmetry and scale needed for effective cross-licensing is lacking. “Mutually
assured destruction” (MAD) is partially effective as a deterrent among producers but
ineffective where there is little competitive overlap.49
f. Under a permissive regime, patentable functions can be found at many overlapping
levels of abstraction. This layering adds to the problem of identifying, designing
around, and/or negotiating patent rights.
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Costs to competition
g. Patent portfolios create barriers to entry in product markets since newcomers lack
the patents needed to secure freedom of action through cross-licensing.50
h. Strong network effects in software can create and sustain dominant providers who
can use patents to exclude rivals – simply by using patents to limit access to an
interface, even if the patented technology is trivial.51
i. There are scale and scope economies in managing knowledge and patents limit
competition from individuals and SMEs that are normally an important source of
innovation in software. Large companies benefit from the lower costs of in-house
legal services, and only the largest companies can afford to evaluate and navigate
patent thickets in areas of commercial interest. The high costs of professional help in
assessing validity, infringement, and other legal issues (see transaction costs below)
may force individuals and small businesses to license questionable patents. The
smaller the enterprise, the greater the opportunity costs of patent disputes.
j. The opacity of patent portfolios encourages nonspecific threats against competitors
and their users.52 It shifts competition from product value to legal indemnification,
which favors the most deep-pocketed companies.
Transaction costs
k. Exceptionally high search costs in software due to the sheer volume of functionality
within overlapping layers of abstraction. Prior art is often available only in the form
of software itself, where it is not organized or readily searchable.
l. Interpretation of claims is unpredictable and indeterminate because of the use of
multivalent and abstract language, making evaluation of validity and infringement
costly and uncertain.53
Drawing the Line Under the EPC
The President’s referral reflects a renewed commitment to drawing meaningful,
consistent, and effective limits in light of the changing nature of innovation and the
economic and social goals of the patent system. As the referral suggests, the line
should be clear not just for patent professionals but for the intended beneficiaries of the
system – innovators and the public.54
We now have a far richer understanding of what computer programming encompasses
and what it can do. “Programming” can be editorial in nature (HTML coding) and
simplified authoring tools can enable unsophisticated people to program.55 Software
may represent the ultimate democratization of technology – or merely the digitized
enhancement of most human activity.
At the same time, software has challenged the patent system greatly, vividly exposing
some of the inherent tensions.56 It has illuminated the great difficulty of drawing bright
lines in an expanding and volatile landscape of innovation. It has led the way in
exposing fissures within a unitary patent system, showing that there are in reality two
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different systems: one where disclosure still works (centered on chemicals and
pharmaceuticals) and one where patents are only read by lawyers. The vast scope of
software and the diversity of interests in software have deeply politicized the patent
system.57 It’s not just complex product producers against discrete product producers.
Upstream interests are pitted against downstream interests. SMEs are pitted against
MNEs. Software developers are pitted against patent attorneys.58
Alone among the world’s patent offices, the European Patent Office has recognized the
immensity of the political, economic, and legal challenges facing the patent system in a
globalized economy.59 We commend the president’s referral for addressing the
fundamental challenge of how to draw limits on the patent system from within in terms
that have lacked, and perhaps defy, definition. We urge the Enlarged Board of Appeal
to meet this challenge with the intellectual force that it demands.
Recommendations
Containing the problem of inadvertent infringement means charging a manageable
community of technology professionals with practical working knowledge of the patent
database. This cannot be done if volumes of patents spill promiscuously into every
area of human endeavor, including the routine uses of general purpose computers.
Defining technicity in terms of physical transformation of matter can prevent this
problem in a way that can be clearly understood by the public.
Drawing a line in terms of physical transformation would still leave questions
surrounding the distinction between physical and informational. For example, Bilski
allows intangible representations of physical transformation.60 Although this distinction
finds no support from Supreme Court precedent, it still helps confine the benefits and
burdens to a relatively discrete professional community. Another permissive but still
meaningful way to draw the line would be to treat analog (but not digital) processes as
physical.
The alternative prong of the Bilski test, which would allow a process tied to particular
machine, was not explored because no machine was involved in that case. However,
the USPTO Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences has found that processes
implemented on general-purpose computers do not qualify under this standard.61 This
is consistent with the Supreme Court’s decision in Parker v. Flook, which would view the
use of a general purpose computer as a routine, insignificant add-on62 -- unlike the
rubber curing process which was the subject of the ruling in Diehr.
The Bilski test parallels the principle of “further technical effect” – i.e., something outside
of the logical box of general purpose computing that necessarily links the software to
tangible subject matter. Otherwise it is too easy to confuse the software with the box
itself. 63 When the concepts of “technical” and “technology” have become democratized
and diluted by the hundreds of millions who have some level of technical skill, it is
essential that “technical” end up meaning more than whatever the judge does not know
how to do. The idea of partitioning “technical” and “non-technical” inside a continually
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expanding universe of general-purpose computing has become an increasingly futile
and untenable exercise in semantics.
We recognize that the EBA will hear many different perspectives on where and how the
line should be drawn. It is often difficult to separate short-term interests from long-term
goals, and some of our members are internally conflicted in this regard. But it is now
clear that permissive standards for patentable subject matter inevitably create a
constituency deeply invested in accumulated portfolios and institutionalized portfolio
strategies, while future innovators that would benefit more from less cluttered, more
open prospects are not heard from. Because of the delays built into the patent system,
systemic problems lag behind the immediacy inevitably surface, whether in the form of
administrative overload or an addiction to volume in professionals and industry, or to the
derivative phenomena of thickets, inadvertent infringement, trolls, and disclosure failure.
While these problems may be endemic to information technology, in software they have
reached extremes of symptom and public controversy, thanks in large part to the unique
economic characteristics that have made software so rich, diverse, and ubiquitous.
The Referral Questions
With this in mind, we offer the following answers to the questions posed in the EPO
President’s Referral to the Enlarged Board of Appeal. The questions fall into two
categories. The first concerns whether the exclusion can depend on the form of the
claim rather than the essence of the invention. There the answer is clear: The computer
program exclusion must be respected as a matter of substance, not form. Otherwise,
the system will belong to the high priests who know the magic words.
The second category is the more difficult question of how to draw the line between
technical and non-technical. We believe that the Bilski decision’s return to early
Supreme Court precedent represents a healthy return to a workable and meaningful line
between patentable and unpatentable subject matter. The Enlarged Board of Appeal
can similarly redraw this line within the framework of EPC 52 and European
jurisprudence. The President’s referral clarifies the need to do so and shows that
despite the divergence, the right precedent can be found.
The Questions
Question 1: Can a computer program only be excluded as a computer program as such
if it is explicitly claimed as a computer program?
The answer must be no. Otherwise, the exclusion could be routinely evaded.
Question 2: (A) Can a claim in the area of computer programs avoid exclusion under
Article 52(2) (C) and (3) merely by explicitly mentioning the use of a computer or a
computer-readable data storage medium?
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No. A computer program is useless without a computer. Here, too, the exclusion would
be rendered meaningless if it could be avoided by merely claiming the computer (or a
storage medium) as well.
Question 2 (B): If Question 2 (A) is answered in the negative, is a further technical effect
necessary to avoid exclusion, said effect going beyond those effects inherent in the use
of a computer or data storage medium to respectively execute or store a computer
program?
Yes, with “technical” understood as requiring a physical transformation – so as to
confine the operation of the patent to a meaningful and manageable epistemic
community.
Question 3: (A) Must a claimed feature cause a technical effect on a physical entity in
the real world in order to contribute to the technical character of the claim?
Yes. However, to get beyond the circularity and uncertainty surrounding “technical,” it
should be clear that “technical” requires a material transformation of a physical entity.
Question 3 (B): If Question 3 (A) is answered in the positive, is it sufficient that the
physical entity be an unspecified computer?
It is sufficient only if the effect changes physical aspects. This question goes to the
heart of defining the physical aspect of “technical.” A permissive but still reasonable
definition would include transformation of analog signals, but not of logical or codified
content.
(C) If Question 3 (A) is answered in the negative, can features contribute to the
technical character of the claim if the only effects to which they contribute are
independent of any particular hardware that may be used?
Question 4: (A) Does the activity of programming a computer necessarily involve
technical considerations?
No, this begs the ultimate question of what programming should be considered
technical. For example, use of HTML coding clearly should not be considered technical.
Programming that directs the operation of a nuclear reactor can readily be considered
technical because it will physical effects. The question is where to draw the line.
(B) If Question 4 (A) is answered in the positive, do all features resulting from
programming thus contribute to the technical character of a claim?]
(C) If Question 4 (A) is answered in the negative, can features resulting from
programming contribute to the technical character of a claim only when they contribute
to a further technical effect when the program is executed?
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Yes. While defining what kind of programming is or is not subject to the patent regime
would help to provide practical guidance to the field, the “further technical effect”
standard offers a clearer, more comprehensible line assuming that “technical” implies
physical transformation. While expressed in European terms, this understanding of
“technical” aligns with Bilski and U.S. Supreme Court decisions and would exert a
useful, convergent influence on the evolution of subject matter jurisprudence in the U.S.
and elsewhere.
Conclusion
After State Street and the European Commission’s too-eager attribution of U.S.
innovation to U.S. patent practice,64 it may not seem advisable to hold up U.S. patent
law as an example. But the focused holding of the U.S. Supreme Court in Diamond v.
Diehr is often forgotten or mischaracterized. The Court merely held that an otherwise
patentable physical process is not made unpatentable by the inclusion of a computer
program as one of its elements. By accepting certiorari in Labcorp v. Metabolite, the
Supreme Court showed its intent to revisit subject matter issues, even though it
eventually chose not to do so in that particular case.65 The Federal Circuit’s long
excursion from Supreme Court precedent has since been curtailed in Bilski. In rejecting
the virtually boundless “useful, concrete, and tangible result” test of State Street, the
Federal Circuit recognized that the Supreme Court would be inclined to jettison the test
– just as it had recently reversed the Federal Circuit in a series of high-profile cases
cutting back on the power of patent applicants and holders.66
Despite the divergence and opacity of the technicity tests, the Enlarged Board of Appeal
has not previously had the opportunity to interpret the computer program exclusion.
The referral gives the EBA a first opportunity to distill the collective wisdom of the
President’s Commission, the U.S. Supreme Court trilogy, and the legislated exclusion in
the European Patent Convention – and to determine where and how the perimeters of a
unitary patent system can be set to achieve the goal of promoting innovation. It should
ensure that software as such is not straight-jacketed by inappropriate rules that serve
particular private interests rather than the interests of the citizens of Europe and the
world.
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